
STAT 550, Fall 2009Homeworkdue Friday Otober 30Show all work.The numbers refers to Higgins and Keller-MNulty, if not spei�ed otherwise. The 2problems use R.1. p. 89, 2.7-10 REVISEDLet the random variable X denote the sum of the fae values on a pair of die. In R,simulate a random sample of this random variable for samples of sizen = 10; 20; 30; 50; 75; 100; 200; 300; 400; 800; and 1000. In generating the samples, usea new set of random numbers for eah sample size by using a di�erent seed in theset.seed funtion. Obtain the sample means Xn for eah value of n. Construt theintervals �� 2�=pn where � is E(X) and � is STD(X). You do not have to plot thesein R, but you an observe how X gets lose to the mean. You should have 11 samplemeans and 11 intervals.To simulate the roll of a pair of die, you an use the R sample funtion,> sample((1,2,3,4,5,6), size=2, replae=T)You an then sum these two outomes using,> sum(sample((1,2,3,4,5,6), size=2, replae=T))For eah n, you an use a loop to generate n sums of the fae values of a pair of die andthen use the R mean funtion to obtain the sample mean Xn. You will have to use a loopfor eah n with a di�erent seed. This means you will have 11 loops. Or, you might beable to �gure out how to do this with more than one loop?Be sure to use the R funtion set.seed so that you an reprodue your results. Youshould inlude your R ode (all to funtions) and output.



2. p. 110: 3.1-12. REVISEDAn experiment onsists of tossing a die 200 times. Let the value of 3 be a suess. Let therandom variable Y be the number of suesses rolled in 200 die tosses. The proportionof suesses is P̂ = Yn where n = 200. To ompute the empirial probability of a 3, weould use the sample funtion,> sum(sample((1,0), size=200, replae=T, prob=(1/6,5/6)))/200or the rbinom funtion as in Lab2.(a) Compute the two-standard deviation interval for P̂ . Does the empirial probabilityfall in the two-standard deviation interval?(b) Repeat the 200 die tosses 20 times (using a di�erent seed). How many of the 20empirial probabilities fall in the two-standard deviation interval?Be sure to use the R funtion set.seed so that you an reprodue your results. Youshould inlude your R ode (all to funtions) and output.


